Valuable Article Links:


http://www.newsbusters.org/blogs/nb/geoffrey-dickens/2016/10/31/study-big-three-networks-attack-comey-over-clinton-3-1 ****Coordinated attacks transform Hillary email crime scandal into Comey scandal, + Trump taxes.

http://www.breitbart.com/texas/2016/10/30/exclusive-agents-accuse-feds-covering-record-border-detainee-numbers-2016-election/ *** Border Patrol outraged at administration falsifying reports and covering facts
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/streets-of-san-francisco-feces-syringes-everywhere/?cat_orig=health *up 40%
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/hillary-was-urged-to-make-gop-bow-to-obama-over-osama-death/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/sp-posts-7-day-slide-as-election-fears-linger/?cat_orig=money *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/pastor-held-in-iran-trump-helped-support-family-financially/?cat_orig=money *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/were-being-invaded-right-now/ ****“most consequential invasion in history”, deliberately for deconstruction.

http://www.wnd.com/2016/11/polls-trump-now-seen-as-more-honest-up-7-in-n-c/ *
Guides US to Sharia

** Huma & HRC send all to Yahoo

** Dems enable

**** 9th Circ Ok's CA-forced referrals

**** pay to slay. Citizenship not extradition for trial

http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/more-planned-parenthood-body-parts-videos-coming/


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/yahoo-holds-key-to-fbi-probe-of-hillary-huma-emails/ **** Data if subpoenaed


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/hillary-for-dummies-a-word-to-the-wise/ **** Top 10 Facts on the real Hillary

http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/hillary-is-disqualified-for-president/ **** Living threat to national security


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/resignations-letters-piling-up-at-fbi/ **** FBI mutiny over unethical HRC handling


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/a-presidency-from-hell/ ****

http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/orregon-occupiers-not-guilty/?cat_orig=us *


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/limbaugh-democrats-would-destroy-jesus-christ/ * interesting point


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/see-dems-accept-foreign-cash-to-disrupt-trump-rallies/ **** projectveritas.com


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/26-wikileaks-bombshells-on-hillary-you-need-to-know/ **** NEW revelations

http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/hillary-adviser-how-is-bill-clinton-different-from-bill-cosby/ *** great question


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/mcauliffe-fbi-hillary-payoff-scandal-explodes/ *** payoffs to FBI Deputy Director

http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/wikileaks-hillary-aides-sought-to-clean-up-obama-remarks/ ***BHO lied – had emails from HRC


Note: Hillary “Choose hope over fear” video is her speaking in pulpit of black church! As always, illegal 501c.3 restriction is threatened only for real, non-social-justice churches.

Base article details globally-based attack: **AND costs 10x

10M **16 states use

Mirai, was released publically in September: anyone can build a faceless attacking botnet.

Gina Louden is solid. “No one denies the validity of any of the above, including Hillary. It is all true.”

Note: Hillary “Choose hope over fear” video is her speaking in pulpit of black church! As always, illegal 501c.3 restriction is threatened only for real, non-social-justice churches.

Facts say YES on steroids!

PA Fatah proves vile child corruption

Obama is most Biblically hostile US Pres ever

Norris– faith vs intolernt Left

40 prefer Obama life

40k visit in 3 months

NSA tools

400k visit in 3 months

Facts say YES on steroids!

Deep and provoking analysis “not ashamed”

China still forces abortions

**AN costs 10x

AND costs 10x
 Portsmouth, Virginia – A fixated Hillary Clinton lays her latest deceitful groundwork for 2016 with an email from Secretary of State John Kerry’s 1991 personal secretary to the Department of Justice.

The document contains a 12-year-old, secret, classified email from Kerry’s personal secretary, Robin Traynor, addressed to a senior DOJ official,不怕匹配在数据库中。该邮件包含一串密码，对公开透明的政府运作构成了威胁。Traynor’s email，被标记为“机密”和“秘密”，暗示了对国家安全的潜在风险。

The email appears to be part of a series of communications between Kerry’s staff and the DOJ, raising concerns about the handling of classified information.

According to a source familiar with the matter, the email was sent in response to a request for information from Kerry’s office regarding a particular issue. The source said the email included sensitive details that were classified at the time of transmission.

Hillary Clinton has faced persistent scrutiny over her use of a private email server while she served as secretary of state. Critics argue that these emails, many of which were marked classified, demonstrate a lack of transparency and raise serious questions about her handling of sensitive information.

The email in question has been described by some as the “smoking gun” that supports the argument that Clinton was improperly storing government secrets. However, Clinton’s campaign has refuted these claims, arguing that the email was a private correspondence and did not contain classified information.

The issue remains a significant point of contention in the ongoing debate over Clinton’s suitability for the presidency. The release of this email has the potential to reignite the debate, especially as the 2016 election draws closer.

As the campaign heats up, Clinton’s handling of classified information continues to be a central issue. The latest email adds to the ongoing controversy, further complicating the narrative surrounding Clinton’s tenure as secretary of state.

The full contents of the email have not been made public, and the source of the document remains confidential. The implications of the email, however, are significant and could have far-reaching consequences for Clinton’s campaign and the broader political landscape.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/close-the-schools/  ****Educator’s solution to restoring real schooling – fast
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/obamacare-crazy-bill-softens-us-up-for-govt-takeover/  *** MD with clarity
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/haitians-fear-clintons-will-scam-them-again/  *** more facts, corruption, bias reveal
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/russia-beats-u-s-to-punch-on-syria-no-fly-zone/  ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/now-democrats-campaigning-in-strip-clubs/  * Yes, for real in AZ
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/clinton-victims-beginning-to-roar/  ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/rape-new-mantra-in-presidential-contest/  ** starting to nail Clintons
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/ferguson-effect-behind-cops-brutal-beating/  ** WOMAN cop beaten brutally
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/note-to-obama-isis-chief-makes-list-of-top-muslims/  **Islam’s 500 most influential
https://stevegoddard.wordpress.com/2015/09/10/smoking-gun-of-nasanaoa-temperature-fraud/  *** facts data
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/gunvoters-list-of-7-toss-up-senate-races/  **** concise clarity on what’s at stake
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/obama-releases-dozens-more-cocaine-dealers/  *****BHO personally commuted
sentences of more felons than the last ELEVEN Presidents, COMBINED.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/youtube-grilled-on-censorship-of-christian-movie/  ****ISIS beheadings and
recruitment OK, but not Trailer for “I’m Not Ashamed” Christian movie on Columbine shooting, for 11 months!
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/a-trump-cheat-sheet-for-big-debate/  ***Farah great advice for last Trump debate
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/state-regulators-attack-tea-party-leader-for-anti-obama-speech/  **chilling
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/conservative-icon-pence-evokes-memories-of-reagan/  ***stellar in VP debate
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/bill-clinton-hillary-is-f-ing-over-the-fbi-how-stupid-is-that/  *** inside stories
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/5-washington-post-writers-likens-trump-to-hitler/  **** BHO not Hitler but Trump is?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/sitting-out-the-election-just-what-satan-wants/  **** We R charged to actively resist
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/what-to-expect-if-election-is-stolen-from-trump/  *** rapid, full collapse - options
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/clinton-won-on-nonsense-trump-won-on-substance/  **** Real issues & analysis
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/someones-going-to-be-arrested-for-this/  *** No investigation 4 black WH murder
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/military-absolutely-disgusted-by-obamas-pc-assault/  *** Clarity – imperial prez
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/how-we-know-how-many-illegal-aliens-really-in-u-s/  ***2.0M/yr growth
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/did-hillary-suggest-droning-wikileaks-founder/  *** Hillary’s own lips!
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/obama-amnesty-shot-down-again/  **** time to arrest Obama officials
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/clinton-widens-lead-in-battleground-states/ *** numbers real or fabricated?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/bolton-if-hillary-wins-u-s-stuck-fighting-isis-for-several-years/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/100s-of-deaths-linked-to-tsa-virtual-strip-searches/ *** illegal

http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/october-surprise-trump-tax-docs-illegally-obtained-published/ **1995 doc “may “ suggest he legally paid no taxes. The New York Times also took advantage of the complexity of the tax code and paid no taxes in 2014, reported Hotair, and received an income tax refund of $3.5 million, even though the company had a pre-tax profit of $29.9 million.


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/everybody-knew-it-was-a-cover-up/ ** Secret Service man tells huge Carey coverup


http://www.wnd.com/2016/10/shootings-erupt-in-downtown-minneapolis-6-hit/ ** “gang violence” up 85%!!


http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/mexico-shaken-after-3-clerics-killed-within-a-week/?cat_orig=faith Cartels vs priests


“To be prepared for war is one of the most effective means of preserving peace.” – George Washington


http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/what-trump-should-have-said-about-birthther-tax-returns/ ***


**** Unbelievable Gen Brady w/ expose’
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/2016-better-than-75-years-of-civilization-worthless/?cat_orig=politics
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/2016-better-than-75-years-of-civilization-worthless/?cat_orig=politics

http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/arrrggghhh-hillary-wins-round-1/ * Farah concedes Hillary won this one
high crimes, international crimes, organized crimes.

FBI said he wasn’t, but now says he is a terrorist. Christ and on America, based purely on lies, signals intent to abuse authority and violate constitutional rights.

Real Libyan leaders speak

**continued post-concussion injury evident

Not PC: treason.

Repubs AWOL, while WH defiantly refuses to allow a single staffer to answer Congress Q’s on importing refugee terrorists.


** massive uninformed ignorance

*** CVE enables terror


http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/7-reasons-hillary-vs-trump-is-not-a-fair-fight/ ** Farah tells on two-face Kaine


FCPA – Foreign Corrupt Practices Act – US law prohibiting giving anything of value to any official (buying influence or advantage is automatically implied, and readily proved). Also requires adherence to accurate accounting reqmts. Violation is criminal act of corruption = Clintons x 1000 (See doc “Corruption and Bribery Overview”)

“Corruption, left unchecked, is like a disease that eats away at the very fabric of society.” Isabelle Minchin

Norris pounds lies w truth

Have Marxists profs turned all students into idiot mobs?

*** US repeatedly aids ISIS

Now 8 for HIV

*** fast-track path to destroy USA

Biola U alarm has good roots

cities, counties, school boards beginning to illegally add gender expression to non-discrimination legal status!

good analy of big-lie wars

Trump/Clinton polar opposites

EU copyrts

rekening propaganda

Farah dead-on analysis
http://www.muslimpress.com/Section-world-news-16/105831-isis-torture-cells-discovered-torture-rooms-used-just-to-rape-women ** Islamic reporters tell discoveries


http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/u-s-may-have-given-iran-33-6-billion-in-secret-payments/ ***


http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/what-were-clintons-selling-indeed/ ****

http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/will-we-elect-a-criminal/ **** Clinton presidency would be political equivalent of extinction-level event


  instructs major Fed cabinet agencies to divert funds into special programs to implement illegal amnesty.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/what-scientists-now-can-engineer-extinction/  **** Big dangers in many ways
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/would-president-hillary-set-up-a-criminal-philanthropy/  **** yes she would

Read chpt 9 free: Jerome Corsi’s “Partners in Crime: The Clintons’ Scheme to Monetize the White House for Personal Profit.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/irans-nuclear-timetable-right-now/  *** Likely ready to nuke, final ICBM testing
http://www.wnd.com/2016/09/clinton-u-students-acuse-hillary-of-hypocrisy/  *** Fraudster HRC projects to T
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/ illegals-stole-1-million-social-security-numbers/?cat_orig=money *** IRS didn’t tell victims
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/fbi-raids-american-muslims-home-finds-arsenal/?cat_orig=faith *** Detroit convert
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/besides-bible-what-book-was-found-in-every-colonial-home/?cat_orig=faith** Pilgrims Progress
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/why-we-dont-see-more-christian-refugees/ *** How Obama agency shows hatred
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/obamas-top-doc-hillary-should-have-neurological-exam/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/cracked-from-jail-obama-frees-more-inmates-than-10-presidents-combined/ ***
40% of active fed district judges are Obama-appointed! 1/3rd of releases are violent repeat felons.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/sick-youre-seen-as-better-off-dead/ *** euthanasia growing death-culture shift
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/feds-sued-over-lack-of-anti-terror-efforts/ *** no effort to stop ISIS xian genocide
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/hillary-cartoonist-fires-back-at-racism-claim/ ** media now full dnc attack dogs
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/1-key-race-decides-will-gop-fight-for-religious-freedom/ **** McCrory in crosshairs
Targets excellent but little-known conservatives, whose public perception can be easily shifted.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/students-testify-of-16-5-million-clinton-u-scam/ ***** ! Clintons scam students into
debt to steal financial aid money. No degree w/out a no-lawsuit agreement.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/state-dept-to-foreigners-heres-where-free-money-is/ ** Guatemala
*** Black leader Jesse Lee exposes the real Hillary
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/hillary-is-a-desperate-bigot/  ** Farah on reality of who Left really is
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/1-month-early-obama-tops-goal-of-10000-syrian-refugees/  ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/kerry-goes-birther-thanks-kenya-for-obama/  ** Hillary started “birthers”
http://www.nypost.com/2016/08/21/huma-abedin-worked-at-a-radical-muslim-journal-for-10-years/  ****
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/bachmann-im-advising-trump-on-foreign-policy/?cat_orig=politics  ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/how-not-to-betray-your-country-this-november/ **** Kupelian
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/trumps-black-support-blossoms-after-milwaukee-speech/ *** Triple black support
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/the-shock-poll-media-dont-want-you-to-see/ *** Bury poll of 2% Trump lead
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/nyt-tech-writer-google-should-hide-hillarys-health-trouble/ *** Nails it
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/judge-blocks-obamas-transgenders-schools-mandate/ *** Major block to BHO
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/clinton-death-list-33-most-intriguing-cases/ **** Vital researched bkgrnd links
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/in-france-the-jihadists-have-won/ *** chilling realities
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/missing-child-w-spotlights-outrageous-obama-scam/ *** SC highlites huge prblms
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/dear-hillary-targets-voters-via-local-newspapers/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/intelligence-matters/ **** Kremlin has unstoppable Satan 2 nuc to take out nation
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/feds-admit-400m-was-ransom-money/ *** Ransom denial pure semantic BS
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/trump-pulls-back-curtain-on-urban-plantations/ *** Superb analysis
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/pro-family-group-takes-on-transhumanism/ ** Obama removed genetic restraints
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/trump-can-take-black-vote-from-hillary/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/take-that-unused-vacation-your-salary-may-depend-on-it/?cat_orig=health
http://www.wnd.com/2014/08/president-chaos-blamed-for-americas-unrest/ ** Note Bongino on Valerie Jarrett
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/radical-left-is-trying-to-experiment-on-your-kids/  *** NC gender unicorn
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/pastor-charges-christians-are-on-wrong-calendar/  *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/milwaukee-madness-white-people-targeted-for-attacks/  ** hunting whites
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/so-is-clinton-foundation-under-investigation-or-not/  *** BHO for unelected 3rd?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/unforgivable-nfl-turns-its-back-on-cops/  ** wow. All US should boycott NFL
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/12-states-ask-judge-to-stall-obama-bathroom-order/?cat_orig=education  *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/the-2nd-amendment-threat-is-real/  *** Hillary intends to erase it. “Reminding those in power that We the People are potentially dangerous and should be handled with respect is not a threat, it’s a courtesy.”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/twa-800-stories-inspires-rush-of-new-leads/  **** missile shootdown is clear
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/israel-hamas-infiltrates-2nd-major-charity/  ** Save the Children Fund
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/war-of-the-worlds/  **** The Presidential/congress election of the century
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/3-dead-spark-new-interest-in-clinton-body-count/  ** 3 w ties die in 2 mos
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/hillarys-latest-brain-freeze-stumps-doctors/  ** Medical teams sounding alarm
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/raped-at-12-victim-lashes-out-at-hillary-for-defending-attacker/  ** interview
“Miracle of Israel” documentary – last major production narrated by Leonard Nimoy
ISIS rebuked Pope, reiterating “divinely warranted war”, “obligatory” for Muslims.
for a new Congress to strip them of illegitimate power - Horowitz
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/6-reasons-hillary-is-dangerous/  ** Louden calls for med records release
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/faceoff-is-trump-unhinged/  *** Dem commentator vs PhD psych prof
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/trump-basher-khan-has-ties-to-hillarys-email-server/  *** criminal enabler
aid agency w no Christian outreach, Hamas operative siphoning $ for Gaza terrorism.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/christians-face-extinction-from-nonviolent-islam/  ** Fact: religious war
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/the-obvious-question-no-ones-asking-obama/  *** transfer to Trump?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/confirmed-obamas-400-million-to-iran-was-absolutely-ransom-payment/  
** rock-solid logical proof. One more giving big to US enemies for nearly zero in return. BHO systematically turning all US foreign policy in absolute opposite direction – destroying US.

**true character

** pending ruling. Ginsburg, Kagan and Sotomeyer again prove why they should be removed from the bench ASAP, ruling on the basis of Obama policy rather than constitutional law and oaths of office. Excellent rational commentary perspectives from several national conservative leaders: libs at war w nature

****

*

***history

*** GOP elite silence = huge!

* Ryan scams

http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/what-conservatives-are-facing-now-is-a-waterloo/  
**** media lie blitz –Horowitz reveals strategy that GOP leftist leaders are using to ensure RHINOs win all races.

http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/media-go-bonkers-over-trumps-mental-health/  
*** Orchestrated libs

** Saudis in US election; Attorney Khan tied to Saudis, Clinton Foundation, Hillary e-mail server legal firm

*** Lib CEO link to BLM

*

***

** VA

** MI

** Abortion, babies, God

http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/the-khizr-kahn-con/  
** Farah schools Muslims & libs with clarity

http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/5-year-old-offers-masked-men-his-only-dollar/  
* CO Sprgs mom killed

** DC banned tasers

http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/isis-christians-are-pagan-cross-worshippers/  
**** Overview of Islam’s inherent hostility to Christians, ISIS renewal of traditional violent Jihad toward Christians, & req’d actions

*** Kupellian insight

**

http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/franklin-graham-slams-pope-over-islamic-terror/?cat_orig=world  
**

** now on iHeart Radio

** boldface lies in letters and full-page newspaper ads, to discredit all opponents of abortion

*** deny deny deny

*** deliberate misrepsntrn

*** Hillary? no
Farah: they deny reality

Scots reube

totalitarian plan for takeover of children and usurping parental authority.

“Perceptions do matter, but facts matter more.”


http://www.wnd.com/2016/08/are-pope-khan-right-about-islam/ ***


http://www.breitbart.com/big/ ***

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/felons-take-their-vote-with-them/ ***


FBI banning both news reporting/news-links and free speech critical of approved agendas


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/govt-should-prevent-all-discrimination


Savage: FB banning


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/felons-key-to-dems-voting-majority-strategy/ ***

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/govt-should-prevent-all-discrimination


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/felons-take-their-vote-with-them/ ***


Ishmael McCray


Scenario the same dangers for many communities with RINOs in Congress.


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/felons-key-to-dems-voting-majority-strategy/ ***

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/govt-should-prevent-all-discrimination


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/how-hillary-saved-millions-of-lives/ ** Clintons claim results of Bush program

Immensely revealing
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/hillarys-america-scores-big-at-box-office/?cat_orig=diversions *** wow – amazing trailer, a must-see
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/obama-brings-up-birth-certificates-while-pushing-hillary/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/lucifer-would-be-proud-of-obamas-dnc-speech/ *** total BS fiction to cover worst presidential results since founding of America – Lucifer would be proud
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/bestselling-author-clintons-run-money-laundering-ring/ *** Hillary presidency intended to create massive Foundation fortune by criminal & treasonous schemes
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/understanding-the-liberalism-on-display-this-week/ ** Farah recommends several books to understand Dems: expert says irrational beliefs are product of psychopathology
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/the-democrat-disconnect/ *** Farah clarity on Democrat fools
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/n-y-times-bestselling-authors-most-important-book/ ***Clinton crimes
Lies about law

Iowa HS coverup

House GOP mbrs charge CF is “lawless”, demand investigation

Bloomington MN violate law for terrorist-producing mosque, 1 of 83 in Hennepin county.

* in Paris

** 64

*** more lies about nature of refugees and vetting of “refugees” in surge

**** great

---


Google spying


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/the-democratic-party-i-left-behind/ **** Farah is wow.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/founding-father-revealed-this-secret-to-electing-good-leaders/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/the-people-have-spoken/ ** Norris weighs in – Trump is essential
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/dnc-erects-4-mile-8-foot-tall-fence-around-convention/?cat_orig=us **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/more-than-laughable-murdered-mom-stonewaller-honors-another/ *** Eric Holder
shown to be serial coverup artist. DC cops shoot at unarmed drivers 20x more than NYC
criticizes “exploitation” of victims of real crimes who want Hillary charged, while fueling racial hatred over fake accusations
when criminals were properly dealt w/ according to law and LE policies, cop-murder OK. Bengazi relatives get nothing, while
mothers of violent criminals get millions awarded + ntl/intnl travel gigs
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/alsps-knife-attacker-stabbed-family-over-inappropriate-gesture/?cat_orig=world *
French Alps – Moslem stabs mom & 3 young daughters due to father’s motion
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/nursing-home-fined-for-keeping-patient-alive/ * Belgium conscience illegal
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/pastor-to-christians-vote-wisely-or-lose-everything/ *** Gallup clarity
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/attorney-general-launches-new-crackdown-on-rifles/ ** Mass AG
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/only-the-people-can-break-open-the-twa-800-case/ **** Clinton hid it
scrub all key terms like jihad, Shariah, takfir, or umma from fed docs
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/theres-no-free-speech-on-twitter/ *** or facebook – hate free speech
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/hillary-lies-cops-die/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/voting-for-hillary-it-may-cost-your-life/ *** goal: erase private care
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/3516394/ comments of TX Cruz supporters defending Cruz
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/see-gop-delegates-chant-to-media-shame-on-you/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/see-gop-delegates-chant-to-media-shame-on-you/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/more-top-christians-u-s-may-vanish-like-babylon/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/whats-successor-to-russian-kgb-up-to-now/ * HQ size triples in 10 yrs
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/hungry-venezuelans-cry-at-sight-of-food/?cat_orig=money ** freefall
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/the-new-christian-black-leadership/ ** Star Parker on FL schl choice
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/refugees-secretly-flooding-into-these-states/ *** 300 in NC 2016 so far
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/baton-rouge-shooter-was-targeting-police/ *** former marine in Iraq
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/sheriff-david-clarke-unloads-on-cnn-anchor/ *** Superb points
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/obama-pesters-supremes-for-amnesty-permission/ *** rolling treason
target WND readers w malware

* UN global diktat stop jihad?

*** Mi: hire Trojan horse networks to ensure blind “diversity” propaganda becomes even more deadly. How can the FBI/CIA vet the information provided on applications from Shariah-adherents who are encouraged to lie to non-Muslims when it furthers the goals of Shariah? 5k more to settle in MI.

* Scot liars rant & rail too

* Senate subcommittee on Investigations concludes BHO admin funded Israeli overthrow attempt

*** Black leader says endless, baseless lies are being used to inflame widespread anger

black leader says BLM worse than KKK, levels charges of race arson at BLM, BHO, Sharpton and Farrakan

against officers, Jews, Christians and whites

***  Scot liars rant & rail too

** Ginsburg adds fuel to fire her own impeachment

*** and the lies are carefully crafted to deceive and neutralize opposition

** feed cut, or jammed?

news curators

Tacqiya

Kinchlow clarity

Norris

MI: 5k more to settle in MI.  

Reveal true root-cause sources

Real Black leadr

** Plans, but protest op

Obama causes, enables attacks
Johnson DHS head caught in lie to Senate in recent hearing, shares logic to not call ISIS Islamic

** Keyes

Hillary lies about e-mails, most are violations of the law with national security risk.

*** Comey covers her

** Minneapolis PD not staffers to handle 20 muslims threatening, take 3 hrs to arrive in posh homes, 3 days of threatening behavior

** US District Judge Reeves disses Iowa, continuing history of illegal dictator rulings against states!

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/does-the-left-really-hate-christianity/#! *** Really good

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/does-the-left-really-hate-christianity/#! *** Really good

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/comes-has-long-history-of-clinton-related-cases/#! ***


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/russia-puts-lid-on-christians-sharing-faith/#! *** commie terror excuse


* Media struggles to falsely smear Trump with anything/everything


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/does-the-left-really-hate-christianity/#! *** Really good

http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/woman-gives-chilling-1st-hand-account-of-muslim-rape-threat/ ** Minneapolis PD not staffed to handle 20 muslims threatening, take 3 hrs to arrive in posh homes, 3 days of threatening behavior


* Media struggles to falsely smear Trump with anything/everything


http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/dhs-whistleblower-haney-to-co-host-hannity-show/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/history-repeating-hillary-has-knack-for-eluding-jail/ ***Whitewater
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/trump-tweet-on-hillary-probe-the-fix-is-in/ ** Trump says liar
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/gowdys-7-1-million-benghazi-rip-off/#! **** Massie knew of weapons
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/the-war-on-religion/#! *** Constitution & freedom risk
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/obama-advances-stealth-plan-to-pass-tpp/#! ** treason & betrayal
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/powerful-support-for-trumps-muslim-ban/#! ** 84% US terrorists Islam
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/fbi-wont-recommend-email-charges-against-hillary/#! *** really?
http://www.wnd.com/2016/07/mass-sex-assaults-reported-at-swedish-music-festivals/#! ** turnarnd
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/u-k-declares-independence-from-suicidal-eu/#! **Klayman
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/radical-islam-worse-than-the-klan/#! *** Farah wow summary kicks
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/welcome-to-the-u-s-of-china/#! *** Norris calls out Obama
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/u-n-trucks-mystery-deepens-theyre-not-ours/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/judge-scorched-for-saying-ignore-u-s-constitution/ ** major justices and leftists
now removing decisions from Constitution intent, argue only newer SC views count, say oath to uphold Const is
meaningless!
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/gop-blasted-for-punting-on-benghazi-investigation/#! *** minority report reveals
charade and failure of committee to clearly state the facts
unconstitutional law. Washington St. “allows pharmacists to refer customers for just about any reason – except
reasons of conscience.” “Singling out people of faith and denying them the same freedom to refer is a violation of
federal law.
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/russia-about-to-endorse-fines-for-sharing-faith/#! * silence christians
repeated, deliberate violations of law, & extensive risks with evidence of compromise
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/barack-obama-the-most-pro-islamic-president-ever/#! ***Jessie
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/the-regressive-left-the-progressive-right/#! *** brilliant Louden
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/no-to-gun-control-yes-to-sin-control/#! *** Think America, think!

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/obama-nemesis-dinesh-dsouza-unleashes-on-hillary/#! ** Dems not movement of bankrupt ideals, but criminal enterprise seizing permanent control of America.

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/dhs-whistleblower-to-testify-at-senate-hearing-on-willful-blindness/#! ***

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/journalist-orlando-aftermath-proves-the-left-is-insane/#! *** Kupelian


http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/sebastian-gorkas-plan-to-defeat-isis-simple-but-devastating/#! **** expert prof gives clear-sighted report, advice, links. “We’re all on the frontline... every American has a mission to execute... and should own a Quran”

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/u-n-military-vehicles-on-virginia-interstate/#! * questions

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/when-the-mobs-come-will-you-be-prepared/#! *** clear analysis

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/muslim-mayor-urged-to-declare-londons-independence/?cat_orig=world#! ** 60% of London voted to stay in EU. Many Muslims.

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/doctors-must-treat-pretend-sex-of-trans-patients/?cat_orig=money#! ** Unbelievable DHHS mandate on gender identity

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/its-independence-day-for-great-britain/#! *** UK for FREEDOM!

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/the-rise-of-nationalism-can-no-longer-be-denied/#! ** 72% of UK voted

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/brits-vote-for-independence-prompts-cameron-to-quit/#! ***


http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/supreme-court-amnesty-decision-victory-for-separation-of-powers/#! ** shocking SC 4-4 tie let lower court decision stand against BHO lawlessness. BHO: its not a decision. Hillary claims BHO has authority to change the law!

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/what-i-saw-at-the-trump-evangelical-summit/#! *** Farah

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/trump-launches-lying-crooked-hillary-website/#! ** nice move

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/dhs-whistleblower-terrorism-is-not-the-enemy/#! *** insight!

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/pentagon-investigating-militarys-crackdown-on-god/#! ** stunning

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/why-americans-should-celebrate-the-brexit-vote/#! **

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/muslim-child-sex-assault-suspects-back-on-streets-of-idaho/#! **** more

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/why-americans-are-afraid-to-say-something/#! ***


http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/senate-republicans-poised-to-defy-nra-on-no-fly-no-buy/?cat_orig=poltics#! **

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/dont-mess-with-us-we-belong-to-isis/#! * Philly – 5 attack 2 couples

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/it-aide-behind-clinton-email-com-to-testify/#! **
See something, say nothing. Literally telling us what words we are not allowed to say and what facts we are scrubbed of.

lies and denies obvious, proven Palestinian textbook content.

Jerusalem & Bethlehem. White House
Incredible. Lynch announces scrubbing ISIS, + says they are trying to determine why he targeted the gays.

Amarillo TX has highest Muslim refugee ratio in the world. Blueprint for US takeover?
*** Obama to institutionalize his edicts into gov
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/whistleblower-obama-admin-eliminates-info-it-doesnt-like/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/saudi-arabias-mysterious-crown-jewel/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/5-killed-as-pickup-plows-into-bicyclists-in-michigan/?cat_orig=us impaired driver
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/target-shareholders-confront-ceo-on-transgender-bathrooms/?cat_orig=money *** Target execs maintain “diversity” corruption despite 18% stock loss
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/experts-russians-returning-to-syria/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/even-atheists-bash-reason-rally/ ** cool
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/katie-couric-accused-of-deception-again/ ** Liar for hire
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/trump-answers-question-who-do-you-say-jesus-is/ ** mixed bag
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/your-marriage-a-gift-from-on-high/ ** Remarkable Time mag cover
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/germany-genocide-vote-threatens-nato/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/revealed-the-real-obama-pride-month-proclamation/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/the-donald-the-la-raza-judge/ ** Level-headed analysis
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/trump-u-judges-group-tied-to-national-council-of-laraza/ ** La Raza
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/top-2-reasons-americas-job-numbers-are-in-free-fall/ ** truthspeak
** magic thought
** extreme brutality
*** clear facts alarm
*** remarkable insights
**** Jarrett –Obama actively hid ties to Muslim Brotherhood jihadists from gov & public

** Marc Rich pardon
STILL raking in millions a year

*** former fb staff admits newsfeed tampering

** Ray Comfort

** 1981 truth

** Commie organizers

*** Judicial Watch insight

http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/which-economic-system-does-bible-really-promote/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/texas-will-rise-again/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/challenge-to-trump-speak-against-the-great-jailbreak/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/e-u-held-hostage-with-migrant-threat/ ****
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/top-christian-show-exposes-war-of-the-worlds/ ***


http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/atheists-heap-praise-on-christian-evangelist/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/well-excuse-me-look-at-big-money-trail-for-clinton-pardons/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/can-we-reconcile-trumpism-with-founding-principles/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/when-the-declaration-is-controversial/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/utah-sheriff-threatens-to-arrest-federal-rangers/?cat_orig=us *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/founder-of-firm-suizing-trump-u-a-felon/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/terror-expert-take-islamic-extremists-at-their-word/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/06/fbi-wants-biometric-database-kept-secret/ *
Govmt student loan takeover turning students/grads to prostitution

“Cracking the Code” taxation book.

Obama subjugates US to Iran

Atlanta

US has zero protection

Farah: Scalia prophetic

June 23 England hangs in balance

Declaration over constitution

uh oh

Dobson weighs in
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/college-reverses-decision-rehires-famed-delta-force-hero/ * Boykin
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/obama-obsession-allows-men-to-choke-girls-in-bathrooms/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/stunner-obama-names-transgender-to-faith-post/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/why-was-hillary-trying-to-reach-vince-foster-the-day-he-died/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/consumers-erupt-on-windows-10-insidious-malware-new-low/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/senator-explores-over-reids-bitter-vulgar-incoherent-ramblings/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/glenn-beck-guest-what-patriot-will-remove-trump-from-office/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/feds-suppressing-draft-criminal-indictment-against-hillary/ **** wow
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/why-they-hate-donald-trump/ ** hmm. GOP and DNC globalists
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/soldiers-say-army-gave-away-their-military-dogs/?cat_orig=diversions *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/trump-supporting-super-pacs-battle-for-supremacy/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/rush-shocking-reason-to-be-cited-when-hillary-loses/ *** speaking fees
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/lawmakers-to-testify-before-own-committee-to-nail-irs-chief/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/trump-labels-vince-foster-death-very-fishy/?cat_orig=politics
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/the-big-list-of-bathroom-attacks/ *** http://www.lc.org/transgender
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/target-sues-hero-who-saved-girl-from-store-stabber/?cat_orig=money *** idiots
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/christian-schools-fight-over-new-campus-revived/ Columbus OH
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/the-conspiracy-against-the-people-of-venezuela/ ** socialist collapse
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/vote-to-draft-girls-looming-in-congress/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/the-mount-of-olives-gods-landing-strip/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/lake-reagan-and-jfk-trump-has-1-unique-gift/ * He has “it”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/racial-hoaxes-whos-really-the-victim/ *** Jessie Owens clear truth
http://www.wnd.com/2016/05/questions-never-before-asked-of-trump/ ** promised land?
superb insights into USA, and an unstated corollary into why the Left attacks marriage and Christians: to destroy the USA

RINO traitors

Troubling Trojan horse

finally victory

* wow

** She put college into crushingly stupid debt, forcing bankruptcy

NC no private

SC can censor talk

agenda CA near MI

Gov Pushing jihad

Clarity & data

** Need to battle fake “compassion”

note concluding remark

critical clarity, actual cases listed

boycot

RINO Boehner

** tied into Soros and Clintons

wow treason

** boycot

RINO Boehner

**
"It's ironic that laws from the 1960s and 70s that were enacted to combat sexual harassment and discrimination by men against women, specifically by letting men use women’s showers and locker rooms against their will.”

*DOI Child abuse.*

**Video shows US immigration chaos**

**Senate OK’s spying on family’s values through their kids school**

**List reveals RINO’s who should be excluded from GOP in the future**

**NCAA sanctions overt discrimination and penalties against Christians, joining Pepsi, Target, and other companies**

**See MaxVeritas comment quoting ADF article on Dept of Education forcing molestation on schools**

**Farah**
Murder suspect wearing police labels & clothing.

** Gina Loudon analysis

Common leftist pool of organized protest activists and funding sources

Gina Loudon analysis

Common leftist pool of organized protest activists and funding sources
Deficits equal 2 M lost USA jobs

Wow – inside delegate mgmnt

TPP country trade
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/look-whos-turning-on-princes-legacy/* said homosexuality sinful
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/speech-is-only-free-when-the-mob-allows-it/ ** BLM thugs
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/im-not-transphobic-but-i-am-against-fascism/ **** Farah nails it
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/u-n-s-secret-plan-for-10-times-more-syrian-refugees/ ** change words
http://superstore.wnd.com/the-flipside-of-feminism

http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/will-women-go-for-this-hotter-option-to-50-shades-of-grey/ ** Nance
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/judgment-day-for-christian-baker-violating-faith/ *** CO SC illegal bias
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/muslim-cemeteries-planned-across-u-s/?cat_orig=faith **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/n-j-court-declares-cruz-eligible-for-white-house/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/pioneer-independent-news-site-enters-20th-year/ ** WND brkthru list
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/cultural-collapse-creating-zombies-through-drug-addiction/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/emp-alert-2-n-korean-satellites-now-orbit-over-u-s/ ***
  church over 1,700 yrs old
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/whos-spewing-hate-speech/ *
Ninevah gate destroyed
**** target homeschoolers
** And so it begins – who will be denied security clearances due to politically incorrupt personal beliefs?


http://wwwWND.com/2016/04/u-s-state-holding-hearing-on-cruzs-eligibility/* *** Natural-born in depth
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/obama-effectively-pardons-hillary/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/1-way-gop-elites-could-steal-nomination-from-trump-or-cruz/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/major-hotel-ceo-anti-gay-laws-are-not-ok/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/kasich-wouldnt-have-signed-n-c-bathrooms-law/*
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/obama-promises-no-politics-in-hillary-investigation/ ** Lies, more lies
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/548459-to-study-male-microaggressions-toward-women/?cat_orig=education *

Videotaping male students in engineering class labs
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/gop-elites-delusional-plan-for-cleveland/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/we-dont-have-to-break-it-to-fix-it/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/obama-jokes-about-black-lesbian-for-scotus/?cat_orig=us
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/globalist-ban-on-100-bill-next-step-to-cashless-society/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/obamas-fec-moves-to-punish-anti-obama-filmmaker/ *** no conservative media free speech
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/democrat-lawmakers-rage-over-mosques-exposed-dvd/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/arabic-soon-swedens-2nd-language/?cat_orig=world * Nearly 50%
Criminal records not to be considered when applicants are ethnic!

* Norris says see “Do you Believe”, “I am not ashamed (Columbine story)”, “God’s Not Dead 2”, “Hillary’s America: the Secret History of the Democratic Party”
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/hillary-unborn-babies-have-no-rights/ ** Comments reveal position
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/chuck-norris-sons-amerigeddon-has-warning-for-americans/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/we-must-not-destroy-the-constitution-to-save-it/ ** Cruz not Trump
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/50-isis-supporters-working-at-brussels-airport/?cat_orig=world **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/04/cubas-state-run-media-slams-negro-obama-for-visit/?cat_orig=world
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/pennsylvania-supremes-toss-cruz-eligibility-lawsuit/?cat_orig=politics *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/college-kids-demand-abortion-clinics-on-campus/ * U of Calif
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/questioning-gay-lessons-gets-4-year-old-booted-from-preschool/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/lube-olympics-follow-lecture-on-debunking-lgbt-stereotypes/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/loretta-lynchs-law-firm-tied-to-hillary-clinton/ *** Email encryption details, players
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/california-justices-turn-thumbs-down-on-helping-lexi/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/11-years-after-terris-death-medical-treatment-threat-grows/ ***
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/challenger-scorches-mccain-for-support-of-muslim-refugees/ *
New Global Terrorism Database – 16,818 events in 2014 – see # of Muslim

http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/isis-tied-group-posts-kill-list-of-nj-transit-police/?cat_orig=world **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/mandatory-teacher-training-on-how-not-to-sleep-with-students/?cat_orig=education

http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/disney-marvel-vow-boycott-if-religious-liberty-bill-signed/?cat_orig=faith ** Disney and Marvel gay execs threaten State of Georgia over conscience

http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/obamas-political-irs-a-corrupt-legacy/ **
Muslim genocide against Christians and failure to act

http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/judge-tosses-jury-nullification-felony/ *** excellent analysis & history
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/is-u-s-doomed-to-repeat-mistakes-of-europe/ ** EU attacks to continue
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/tribe-used-unconstitutional-law-to-snatch-6-year-old/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/college-students-tremble-at-trumps-name-in-sidewalk-chalk/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/pastor-christians-celebrating-easter-on-wrong-day/
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/modern-day-indiana-jones-links-shroud-to-1st-century/ ** Turin Shroud
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/trump-calls-for-surveillance-of-radical-islam/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/baby-born-alive-after-failed-abortion-left-to-die/ * Poland
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/did-franklin-graham-urge-voting-for-least-heathen-candidate/ * lies
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/hillary-email-word-game-exposed-during-town-hall/#Xz8ocXI3UvTI3Lk7.99 **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/trump-i-would-close-up-our-borders-after-brussels/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/isis-claims-responsibility-for-brussels/ **
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/u-s-reassessing-in-face-of-brussels-attack/ *
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/jv-team-committing-christian-genocide/ *** Norris, links, BHO supports
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/trumps-path-to-1237-delegates/ * Loudon analysis shows Trump win
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/black-lives-matter-say-what/ *** Kinchlow glaring realities
http://www.wnd.com/2016/03/fbi-scrubs-website-of-references-to-islamists/ *** Unbelievable
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Takei, the gay lobby and the left at large are of course operating upon the premise that homosexuality is “normal and natural.” The determination of normacy for every bizarre alphabet designation they contrive is completely arbitrary. The left decree them as “normal” because it legitimizes demonizing their opponents; biological convention and millennia of historical evidence that affirm homosexuality’s destructive effect upon societies be damned.

Finally, as we’ve heard floated by some on the left lately: Deviation from this new “truth” is not only bigoted, but reflects deviant mental processes – ones that could be remedied quite effectively in a re-education camp.
The “gay rights movement” has never, ever been about the civil rights of America’s minuscule population of homosexuals. It is about conditioning people of faith (Christians, speaking tactically) into accepting State revision of their doctrine.

This would effectively make the State “god” in the operational sense – but that’s how it has always played out with communism.
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* State Dept proposes unconstitutional rules outside of its own jurisdiction

Note that Target denies CC permit defense in stores.
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More Non-Mexicans than Mexicans Apprehended in ’14

Border Patrol apprehensions, 1970-2014

Note: 1976 covers 15 months due to change in fiscal year period.
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The North Carolina Constitution provides “all persons have a natural and inalienable right to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of their own consciences.”

“No person shall be denied the equal protection of the laws; nor shall any person be subjected to discrimination by the State because of race, color, religion, or national origin.”
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The new Norwegian Prime Minister, Erna Solberg, began a program that deports Muslims who have ties to radical groups and the country’s violent crimes are down more than 31%.

A resident of Oslo, Norway named Adrian Stavig said something that Obama never would:

“The world’s largest gang of thugs, murderers, and rapists is masquerading as a religion of peace.”
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California’s water storage and transportation system designed by federal and state governments includes 1,200 miles of canals and nearly 50 reservoirs that provide water to about 22 million people and irrigate about four million acres of land throughout the state.

In May 2007, a Federal District Court Judge ruled that increased amounts of water had to be re-allocated towards protecting the Delta smelt – a three-inch fish on the Endangered Species List.

Because of this ruling, in 2009 and 2010 more than 300 billion gallons (or 1 million acre-feet) of water were diverted away from farmers in the Central Valley and into the San Francisco Bay – eventually going out into the Pacific Ocean.

This man-made drought cost thousands of farm workers their jobs, inflicted up to 40 percent unemployment in certain communities, and fellowed hundreds of thousands of acres of fertile farmland.

yet you progressives are running around claiming this is all about global warm......uh “climate change”, oh and Dent, if my insurance triples, so does yours cupcake!

(Obama oversees the largest prison break in US history, of violent and dangerous criminals)
In an exclusive interview with WND, he stated: “What we have in England is typically Islamic treatment of infidel women coupled with the offenders themselves behaving as if they were in a country already conquered for Dar-al-Islam. Elsewhere in the Third World there are, of course, massive abuses and exploitation of girls and young women, but such willful and systematic rape of white infidel girls and women by Muslim men is a pathology unique to Islam. It was made ‘licit’ by their ‘prophet.’”

Geller similarly judges that “the Quran allows Muslims to keep non-Muslim women as sex slaves (4:3, 4:24, 23:1-6, 33:50). The kidnapping and forcing into sex slavery of non-Muslim women in Nigeria and Iraq and Syria over the last year corresponds to the grooming gangs in the U.K.”

Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2015/02/muslim-rape-gang-cover-up-exposed/#ZJywiRPuaufWyh54.99

A series of three informational analysis articles on the Fatah organization, and the globally taught principle of Fitna which is revealed as the catalyst for Islamic violence:

Part 1: http://www.wnd.com/2015/01/is-fatah-really-moderate/

Examination of the official Fatah symbol

Now we’ll come to the heart of the matter – a detailed analysis of the Fatah symbol. Again, the purpose of this evaluation is to help determine whether Fatah is really moderate (or not).

Note: The official slogan of Fatah, which is Ya Jabal Ma Yhezak Reeh (The Mountain Cannot be Shaken by the Wind), is not included on the official Fatah symbol.
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1. The large black word across the middle of the symbol says Fatah.
2. The red words across the top of the symbol say Al-Asifah (The Storm), discussed above.
3. The borders of the intended State of Palestine are shown in green. As mentioned earlier, the Fatah symbol shows the entire area of modern Israel, as well as Gaza and the West Bank, as part of the final State of Palestine. Since this symbol was designed well before the 1967 Six-Day War, it becomes obvious that Fatah has never given any serious consideration to the concept of a “Two-State Solution.”
4. Two flags of the intended State of Palestine.
5. Two hands grasping two assault rifles.
6. A hand grenade (nothing shouts “Moderate!” like a hand grenade).
7. The single Arabic word under the grenade also says Fatah.
8. The words in the black band at the bottom of the symbol say Ḥarakat At-Tahrir Al-Waṭani Al-Filasṭini (Palestinian National Liberation Movement); in the literal translation, the word order is exactly opposite.
9. The three words at the bottom of the flag say Thawrah Hatteh Al-Naser (Revolution Until Victory)

Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2015/01/is-fatah-really-moderate/#vge9z2A4LT1wjE1Y.99

Part 2: http://www.wnd.com/2015/01/if-abbas-is-a-moderate-whats-a-radical/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Islamic Definitions of <em>FITNA</em></th>
<th>Non-Islamic Perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abuse</td>
<td>Non-Compliance to <em>Shariah</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td><em>Any Resistance to Islam</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contumacy (<em>Obstinate/Contemptuous Disregard</em>)</td>
<td><em>Honest Questioning of Islam</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disobedience</td>
<td><em>Defense of ‘Secular Values’</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incitement</td>
<td><em>Any Criticism of Islam</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference (w/ Advance of <em>Shariah</em>)</td>
<td>*Any Resistance to <em>Shariah</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mischief (<em>Annoyance/Embarrassment/Damage</em>)</td>
<td><em>Any Challenge to Islam</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oppression</strong></td>
<td>*Any Opposition to <em>Shariah</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polytheists &amp; Wrong-doers</td>
<td><em>Freedom of Religion</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>*Any Opposition to <em>Shariah</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedition (<em>Conduct/Language Inciting Rebellion</em>)</td>
<td><em>Support of ‘Western’ Values</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subterfuge (<em>Deceptive Strategy</em>)</td>
<td>*Defense Against <em>Shariah</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppression (<em>Deliberate Exclusion of Truth</em>)</td>
<td><em>Honest Discussion</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temptation (<em>Enticement</em>)</td>
<td><em>Any Distraction from Islam</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial (<em>Test of Faith</em>)</td>
<td><em>Any Challenge to Islam</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tumult</strong> (<em>Noisy Confusion</em>)</td>
<td>*Refusal to Accept <em>Shariah</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>